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Overview of Programme
IMAGINE is an FCDO funded programme, having worked on Water Governance and Infrastructure
throughout the last 7 years in the cities of Goma and Bukavu. In Goma, the programme has successfully
constructed two 5,000 cubic meter water reservoirs and laid over 63.5km of pipeline in Goma, which is the
provincial capital of North Kivu. It is estimated that these resources provide water to more than 80,000
households in the city. The assets were officially handed over to the Provincial authorities in North Kivu in
March, meaning their management and repair is no longer the responsibility of Mercy Corps, but that of the
authorities.

Assessment of damage
Tapstands
As demonstrated in the map to the
right, the lava appears to have
impacted 5 tapstands within the
Munigi locality. 93 tapstands have
been constructed through the
Mercy Corps IMAGINE programme.

The tapstands within the area of
inundation are in a state beyond
repair but given that the area itself
has been completely destroyed and
is uninhabitable, it is likely there are
no longer people living there and as
such, the construction of any new
tapstands do not represent an
immediate need.

Pipelines
The main water supply pipeline by which water is pumped from Usine at Mt Goma to Bushara has been
impacted by the lava and has been damaged in two places. This pipeline is the principal supply main to the
north of the city and without it, it is not possible to distribute water. In addition to the main supply, the
principal distribution main has been damaged since this pipes are installed parallely in the same trench.
Without this, the areas North of Kasika, Murara, Majengo Katoyi, Kasika, Mabanga Nord &Sud, Bujovu and
part of Munigi area  will not be able to receive water through the network. In addition, the main distribution



main to Munigi west has been damaged. Basically most of the north of the city will be without water. An
estimated 700m of supply line pipeline and 700m of main distribution pipelines have been impacted due to
the eruption. The exact extent remains to be confirmed. The pipeline is located between Buhene and
Bushara. It will be possible to repair this pipeline but the materials necessary to do it (500mm pressure
pipes) are not readily available in Goma. Considering the circumstances, it would require about 4-6 weeks to
repair, after delivery of the pipes.

Bushara Reservoir

Bushara Reservoir is a 5000m3 reservoir providing water
to the northern areas in the city of Goma, as described
above. It has suffered significantly from the lava spread,
with severe damage to the exterior concrete on three
sides of the reservoir. On the western side, the concrete
has spalled off right down to the external reinforcement. It
appears as if the steel may have buckled somewhat. It
seems that this is repairable, and that the damage has
not permeated right through to the interior of the tank.
The only reliable method to better understand the extent
of the damage will be to undertake concrete testing and
devise a repair plan. This is a significant undertaking and
is likely to take some considerable time (the study will
take about 6 weeks if emergency and rapid procurement
is put in place, and the implementation of repair - around
3 months). Furthermore, a large proportion of the
construction supplies (including pipelines due to be laid,
vehicles etc) that were being stored at the reservoir have
been destroyed.

The main pumps that were to be free issued to the Province to pump water from the lake to Mt Goma 1 have
also been destroyed.

Potential Impact
The damage to the infrastructure has prohibited water provision to most of the North of Goma. The potential
number of households impacted is not yet exactly known but is likely to be about 550,000 people without
access to water.

The construction repairs will take an estimated 6 months or longer if there are procurement and material
delays. This does not include the time required to place and conduct tenders which could be considerable.
Additionally, the system cannot run without power supply, so ensuring stabilisation of power is essential.

Effectively, the eruption has impacted on, and in some cases reversed, all network improvements that have
been put in place since the construction of the MYAP in 2008/9. The current situation is reflective of one as if
there  were no improvements undertaken since then yet the population has increased considerably.
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Next steps
Technical Priorities

● The principal priority is to restore the 700m of supply line to Bushara. This will enable water to be
provided to Munigi east, Bujovu and Kahemebe to the east of the airport

● The second priority (which would be constructed at the same time as the main supply line would be
to reinstate the main distribution line on the same alignment

● The principal difficulty will be to clear a trench through the solidified lava
● Assessment and repair works on the new Bushara reservoir should commence immediately. This will

involve clearance around the reservoir of about a 10 m gap. Structural testing, a repair plan and then
implementation

● The short section to Munigi west looks to not be damaged. If this is not correct it may need to be
repaired and would need to be undertaken as soon as possible and connected after the main
distribution line is in place. The area of Munigi west is considerable and until this is connected to the
network around 49 tapstands will not be operational

Engagement with the authorities

● As the responsibility for the infrastructure lies with the Province, it is important to firstly engage with
the relevant parties (tbc depending on Etat du Siege) as they will determine the course of action.
Initial representations have been made to Ministry of Water to assist in determining the correct
course of action.

● The REGIDESO should be consulted and kept informed throughout this process as their
collaboration will be vital in any temporary solutions. Initial representations have been made to
Regideso DP to assist in determining the correct course of action.

Materials & Resources

● A coherent survey of materials required for repairs should be undertaken, with those needing to be
imported identified. Current survey of Mercy Corps equipment confirms that there is possibly 300m
of 500mm pipe available but in ductile iron. Other organisations may have more. ICRC initial
inventory indicates that they do not have any pipe of this size.

● Orders for imported construction materials should be placed immediately, and solutions to accelerate
the delivery time sought. This is likely to represent a significant risk to improving the situation

Rebuilding

● As soon as possible, the Province must conduct a thorough review of the damage and determine a
plan for repairs (including identifying funding and resources).

● Mercy Corps can assist the province in determining this given that it has designed and implemented
the network and has strong relationships with the province technical team.

Temporary water supply

● It may be that a temporary solution to the supply main needs to be found such as connecting a
pipeline on the surface of the lava flow whilst a more permanent solution is enacted. For example, if
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a 300mm or 400mm, welded HDPE on surface pipeline could be beneficial in the short term but it
would create some short term operational problems such as damage and risk of sabotage.

● In the absolute immediate term, water could be trucked to the original two reservoirs 700m3 and
water distributed to the area east of the airport.

● The IMAGINE programme has constructed an additional 5000m cubed reservoir on top of Mount
Goma. This is pending a suitable pumping solution in order to be operational. There is the possibility
to accelerate the pumping solution and to connect the reservoir, however this would require
cooperation from the REGIDESO and likely additional resources.
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Photos of Bushara
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Photos of damaged pipeline
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